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1 Introduction

Recently, spatial database systems (SDBS) have gained increasing importance in various applications. Due to the high complexity of both spatial objects and spatial queries and also due to extremely large data volumes, SDBS impose stringent requirements on efficient query processing. The goal for developing GENEYS was to design a system that efficiently supports a well-chosen set of spatial queries. These spatial queries serve as a basis for implementing other more sophisticated operations required in special applications. An efficient implementation of the basic spatial queries is most important for good overall performance of the SDBS.

2 Multi-Step Query Processing

In GENEYS, spatial queries are processed following the paradigm of multi-step query processing which is depicted in figure 1 [KHS 91], [BHKS 93]. The main goal is to reduce the time spent in expensive steps by using one or several filter steps.

![Fig. 1: Multi-step query processing](image)

In a second step, all elements of the candidate set are examined using a geometry filter. This filter exploits more accurate approximations than the MBR. The approximations are used for determining elements of the candidate set as hits fulfilling the query, false hits not fulfilling the query and candidates possibly fulfilling the query.

The remaining candidates are eventually investigated in the last step using the exact description of the objects. Without an adequate object representation, this step is the most expensive one. Efficient algorithms from the area of computational geometry are essential to deliver a good response time.

3 GENEYS

GENEYS implements this type of multi-step query processing. Its architecture is illustrated in figure 2. The top-level of the system consists of a graphical user interface which provides an easy and natural way to specify spatial queries and to present their answers. The second level of the system corresponds to a module that contains a set of spatial operations. In particular, a well-chosen basic set of spatial queries is implemented such as point and window queries, nearest neighbor queries and spatial joins [BKS 93a], [BKSS 94]. The third level comprises modules which are the building blocks for the operations on the second level. The first module contains an implementation of the R*-tree, a SAM that efficiently organizes a dynamic set of multidimensional rectangles on secondary storage [BKSS 90]. The second module contains a tool box for computational geometry algorithms. This is an important component since such operations frequently occur in many spatial queries. The third module handles the representation of the objects. In our implementation, polygonal areas are decomposed into simple components such as trapezoids, triangles, and convex polygons [KHS 91]. The components of one object are organized by a spatial data structure (TR*-tree) [SK 91]. Eventually, the fourth module provides the computation of various approximations for spatial objects [BKS 93b]. Examples for conservative approximations, which completely include a spatial object, are the rotated rectangle, the convex hull, the n-corner, the circle, and the ellipse. A progressive approximation is completely inside of the object. Examples are the enclosed circle and the enclosed rectangle.

![Fig. 2: Architecture of GENEYS](image)
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